
Day 7

The activity that produces all things is called the activity of 
the Dharma.    And according to the tradition which was passed 
down to us when the historical Buddha, Shakyamuni, first began to
teach he initially referred to this activity as the activity of 
Tathagata.

If we want to consider what kind of activity formed our uni-
verse, then we are forced to analyze that activity as itself be-
ing made up of what we might call primordial elements.    Our ac-
tivity is not dependent upon the minute elements of which it is 
made.    But, the activity of the Dharma is.      It is dependent 
upon two atomic elements so to speak.    This is the way we are 
forced to conclude about its nature.    In the past teachers did 
not talk about the activity of the Dharma in terms of its ele-
ments, or its atomic particles.    But as I say if we consider, 
analyze, what kind of activity the creative activity could be, we
are forced to break it down, analyze it, into fundamental ele-
ments or components.    

The activity of the Dharma is also referred to as the activ-
ity of emptiness.    If we try to say exactly what is empty, then 
it's everything.    When we consider everything we are considering
the rocks, the earth, the plants, the insects, the fish, the 
birds, the beasts, and the humans.    

So when we consider the activity of the Dharma we have to 
consider it to be dependent upon some thing, some sort of funda-
mental element or atoms.    Inevitably we are drawn to the conclu-
sion that the activity of emptiness is dependent upon two funda-
mental elements that are antagonistic.    They move in opposite 
directions.

Anciently there was a concept of the activity of emptiness, 
or the activity of the Dharma consisting of the four great ele-
ments of earth, water, air or wind, and fire.    I think that you 
are probably aware of this fact that the original idea of ele-
ments before the modern scientific concept of elements existed, 
had already been created in a rather similar form in both ancient
India, and Greece.    But the idea that the totality which creates
the totality is the activity of emptiness, such an idea I don't 
think existed in ancient Greece.    The idea that the source of 
all things is characterized by emptiness was formed not just in 
India, but we can say in the east in general.      

We can talk about these two fundamental elements behind cre-
ation in terms of tatha-gata and tatha-agata,    thus going and 
thus coming.    And if you analyze these two, tatha-gata and 
tatha-agata you can see they consist of the four elements of 



earth, water, air, and fire.    This system can be furthered ana-
lyzed, and one can analyze these elements of earth, water, fire, 
and the wind which is coldness.    The more you analyze the fur-
ther and further back you must think about the origin of these 
basic elements.    The idea that the system of elements could be 
infinitely analyzed did not come up in ancient India.    They 
seemed to be satisfied with the idea of the four elements, and 
didn't have the idea of re-breaking down again and again.    Be-
cause they only carried the analysis to the stage of four ele-
ments they were unable to go further in the development of what 
can be called scientific analytical thinking.

The reason this analytical scholarship, this scientific sort
of thinking didn't develop in that part of the world is that they
were able to attain true peace of mind and satisfaction through 
the realization that when these four elements come together they 
form emptiness which is immaterial.    The source of these four 
elements, earth, water, air, and fire, is emptiness, or zero.      
Understanding this it was not necessary to make any further anal-
ysis or divisions.    When the four elements come together empti-
ness, zero, a world completely different from the material world 
is born.    It was this idea which the people of ancient times 
took to be important, and they made manifesting the wisdom which 
understands this idea the very bones and marrow of their spiri-
tual practice.    

The thing which was looked upon as most important, and the 
thing that traditionally is focused on in practice is how the 
four elements come together into this special immaterial thing 
called nothingness, because unless one has realized shunyata or 
emptiness one can never realize real liberation, or real repose 
of the spirit.    Challenging as it is, our practice in Buddhism 
begins with manifesting the wisdom whereby we realize we exist as
emptiness.    We have to have the experience, one way or another, 
that this thing called the self is emptiness.    In other words 
there really is no self.    Without having that experience real 
wisdom will not arise.    

When we realize our self to be emptiness then we also real-
ize the fundamental principle, the underlying principle about how
nature works.    True knowing is to know the principle, the 
process, whereby the material becomes non-material, becomes zero.
You need to clearly understand that there is no way to grasp this
wisdom which knows the fundamental principle outside of experi-
encing it for yourself, and not having experienced it yet, the 
only path left for you is to seek this experience.    And there-
upon arose the practice that will manifest that wisdom whereby 
one will understand the process whereby materiality becomes non-



material.    Everyone says, 'practice, practice.'    Practice is 
the thing you have to do in order to have the experience which is
necessary to understand the fundamental principle of things.    
What we mean by understanding, and what is meant essentially by 
teaching, is the understanding of this fundamental principle.    

The knowing and the teaching of the principle is its own do-
main, something distinct from the practice and the experience it-
self.    This knowing and teaching is an independent intellectual 
discipline, or scholarship,    separate from practice.    To real-
ize that all is emptiness could be described as the probing or 
fathoming of truth.    And as I said, the activities of learning, 
teaching, and being taught, are independent of the practice.    No
matter how one deepens these activities of knowing, learning, 
studying, teaching, and being taught if this is being done from 
the standpoint of the fixated self, then the truth of what the 
self really is will never be revealed, and real teaching and be-
ing taught will not occur.    If one is fixating the self, no mat-
ter how much one may deepen one's knowledge and understanding one
will never be able to know the emptiness of the self.    

For people who fixate the self, if they are faced with the 
idea of the self disappearing it is unthinkable for them. They 
say, 'How can anything be thought or recognized in such a condi-
tion?' And so they laugh and say Buddhism is just a bunch of non-
sense.    I've run into hundreds of people here in America who 
laugh at me and say that this teaching of no self is just some 
Buddhists mumbling in their sleep.    They tell me Buddhism is a 
bunch of boring fantasy.    And that's the way it is, really.    Of
course people educated in way which fixates and affirms their 
self, and objectifies God will be surprised when they are con-
fronted with the teaching of no self.    Then there are some peo-
ple who hear me say there is no God, and consider that an insult 
to God, and become enraged.    When the self is empty, then God is
empty, a flower is empty, everything is empty.    

The fact is, that if one doesn't fixate a self one wont be 
able to study, wont be able to approach things in an intellec-
tual, academic discipline.    So, it's fine to do this, but as 
long as one fixates, solidifies, the self they will never be able
to experience being free from the self.    Those with experience 
insist that one must have experience, because unless one has the 
experience of self being free from the self, of God being free 
from the self, of self being free from God, one will never know 
peace of mind.    The winning of this wisdom is peace of mind.    
But in order to win this wisdom one must practice, and this is an
activity different from academic study.    We must appeal to prac-
tice in order to realize the emptiness of the self.    So 



you can see that the position of Buddhism is that for us human 
beings both aspects are necessary.    The aspect of academic, in-
tellectual discipline, and the aspect of actual practice.    It's 
a mistake to say that if you want to know Zen all you have to do 
is practice, you don't have to do any studying.    On the other 
hand, if the side of scholarship denies the need for practice, 
they are really negating their own selves.    Because study is in 
its own way practice too.    

This way of learning which incorporates, and acknowledges 
the importance of, both practice and    the theoretical aspect, in
ancient India was called dharshana.    This perspective on studies
was transmitted to China where it came to be called the school of
the Buddha Mind, the busshinshu, but what more accurately should 
be referred to as the school of studying ultimate truth.    The 
term busshinshu, or school of the Buddha Mind, is a later formu-
lation.    Earlier is was simply called Chan, or Zen.    Because it
was the Tathagata Zen which was brought from India to China, this
is why they called it the busshinshu, or school of the Buddha 
Mind.    Of course if you talk to scholars you'll get all sorts of
differing opinions about this historical development.    

This Buddha Mind school, or Zen school was passed down in 
China until it reached the sixth Patriarch, and the sixth Patri-
arch used the expression 'kensho' which literally means to see or
manifest, ken, one's nature, sho, and that word ken, to see, cor-
responds to the Sanskrit word dharshana, which literally means a 
seeing or a view.    So we can say that Zen is kensho.    Zen is 
dharshana.    This of course is when we look upon Zen from an ana-
lytical perspective.    When we don't stand upon this analytical   
perspective, we say that Zen is simply the activity of the 
Dharma.    

In China they expressed it simply as,    'Zen is Dharma.    
Zen is Mind.'    Everyone has that which forms them.    And that 
could be called nature.    Bussho in Chinese, which would mean the
Buddha nature.    From the viewpoint of religion you might refer 
to it as 'God nature.'    

Everyone has this mind, this divine nature, but at birth it 
is incomplete.    I've explained many, many times what it means to
be born, what the activity of birth is.    I've explained that 
when one is born one is born in an incomplete state.    One is 
born with one's nature, with the activity that has made one, 
within one, but that activity is an incomplete doing.    If when 
one comes into existence one were already complete, then there 
would be no necessity to grow or evolve.    But, every born being 
does need to grow and evolve.    The reason is that at birth all 



are incomplete.    All things have this mind which forms the self,
but at the time of birth we have only an incomplete heart/mind.   

What I want you think about now, what I want you to clearly 
contemplate, is how the self comes into being through receiving 
0.0001    from both tatha-gata and tatha-agata.    The self re-
ceives only a small fraction from both thus going and thus com-
ing, and so is incomplete.    

If we wish to describe the state of completeness as unity, 
then the thus coming would be half of that unity, 0.5, and the 
thus going would be the other half of that unity.    So the unity,
which is zero, consists of .5 and .5.      When the thus coming and
thus going stand in contrast, or a polarized condition.    Then 
they are in the situation of being one half and one half.    When 
they unite, when they are in the state of oneness, or zero, then 
that is their un-polarized condition.    Now of course this unit-
ing and contrasting is the activity of emptiness, a world with 
absolutely no substantive aspect.    In other words point five and
point five do their doing in one room.    They always manifest a 
single world, a monad which is unique and one.    

In Buddhism there is a school of philosophy called the con-
sciousness only school, or the Vidjyanavada or Yogavachara 
school.    This school may not be in total agreement with the 
Tathagata Zen school, but the important thing to remember is that
any of these schools must teach that this activity of emptiness 
occurring in one room, in a unique space, is the source.    In 
this situation a thinking self has not yet arisen.    So this 
source is zero.    It is doing the activity of emptiness.    

I've explained how it is that    point five and point five 
don't just polarize, or come into a contrasting situation, but 
rather inevitably, at some point, they actually separate or di-
vide, or break apart.    And when they break apart, then an exist-
ing being, a self arises in the space in-between, in this one 
world, and it arises by receiving, shall we say, 0.00001 fraction
from both tatha-gata and tatha-agata.    And because the sum of 
these two fractions 0.0002 is of course incomplete, therefore for
that self the future still exists outside, the going still exist 
on the outside, and the coming still exists on the inside.    

Tathagata Zen teaches this very difficult thing, that the 
incomplete self sees an incomplete going on the outside, and an 
incomplete coming on the inside.    Do you understand?    I think 
you can understand.    I've explained it so many times.    

That incomplete going which appears on the outside is what 
we call our father.    And that incomplete coming that appears on 
the inside is what we call our mother. The incomplete self that 



is 0.0002 experience itself as being embraced from outside by the
thus going, and from inside by the thus coming.    

Zen practice has to begin with what we call contemplation in
zazen.    We must see the Dharma activity itself.    In order to do
this we must see ourselves as embraced from both outside and in-
side by mother and father, past and future.    And this contempla-
tion cannot be done in a two dimensional manner.    It must be 
done within a sphere.    This sphere is expanding and contracting. 

As I said before, whenever we come form the source we come 
in an incomplete state.    What we call the so called objective, 
is the activity of thus going.    What we call the subjective is 
the activity of thus coming.    And the arising of a self is 
merely the encountering of the separation of the going and com-
ing, which we refer technically as 'hinjubunri.'    It means hin, 
guest, ju, host, bunri, separating.    The separation of host and 
guest.    In other words, the great cosmic Buddha rips itself into
two, and its flowing blood becomes an individual self.    Everyone
knows that we receive our existence, our life's blood from our 
source.

And then, father stands all around us on the outside, and 
mother stands all within us on the inside. At the very instant of
birth, the new born one comes into existence losing its connec-
tion with father and mother.    If the strength of father and 
mother are not equal, for instance if father were stronger, then 
separation could not occur.      And if mother were stronger, then 
mother would end up pulling father, and the splitting apart 
wouldn't happen.    Separation comes about because there is a per-
fect equality in the two forces.    The two forces are of opposite
nature, opposite direction, but they are of equal magnitude, and 
therefore there is a coming apart, a separation.    It's hard to 
understand, huh.    

Because mother and father have the same magnitude of force 
there is separation at the very beginning.    Born existent beings
are born by a cutting off from father and mother.    When you grow
up, inevitably you reach a    point where it wants to become inde-
pendent of father and mother.    The reason that at some point in 
one's development one comes to think, 'I would like to be inde-
pendent.    I would like be on my own.    I would like to be free 
from my parents,' is because deep down in one's subconscious 
there is the subtle latent memory of that very instant when one 
came into existence, becoming independent, separated from one's 
cosmic parents.

If a mother is overly attached to her child, fearing the 
child will be taken away from her by someone, fearing her daugh-
ter will be taken away by a man, or her son will be taken away by



a woman, and holding on to the child tightly, then the child will
become neurotic.    To really know how to raise children, for both
mothers and fathers, means to know how to teach a child to become
free from its parents.    

Unfortunately our time has come, and what I'm talking about 
is very important, but I think I'm going to have to end this 
sesshin's teisho here.    Fortunately Shinzen will be here again 
in September to translate, so if I haven't died by then you'll 
hear the rest of the teisho.


